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QUARTERLY

President’s Letter
Excitement is in the air as we embark on this year’s construction season. Although we
have not fully ramped up yet, our year has begun with a very safe start. To date, we have
no recordable injuries. As always, we remain committed to a safe working environment.
It is our sincere plan and expectation that our safety performance will rank at the top of
our industry.
With the enhanced workload, we have tasked our HR department with hiring a record
number of team members this year. While hiring has been difficult, we are encouraged by our progress to date. The
influx of new people coming on board is exciting and is accompanied with a responsibility to effectively introduce
them to our safety culture. I would like to personally challenge our existing work force to look after, mentor, and guide
our new hires through the complexities associated with working in the construction industry. Safety is EVERYONE’S
responsibility.
As alluded to above, our workload is strong and projects continue to come our way on a daily basis. The activity in
the public and private areas of our industry continues to keep our estimating team hustling. As of late, we have seen
a lot of activity within the warehouse sector. It is also worthy to note a resurgence in the energy field with companies
committing major capital to drilling and exploration.
While on the topic of energy, I would be remiss if I did not mention my frustration with the anti-fossil fuel policies that
the Washington crowd continues to impose upon us. These policies have already created a major hardship and an
energy crisis. Our fossil fuel resources within the US are vast and rank among the top worldwide. The forces aligned
against our energy industry are misguided and fail to recognize the massive emissions reductions the U.S. has made.
To pull the energy plug on U.S. families with no rational option is elitism from Washington. I personally encourage you
to speak loudly and often in opposition to these anti-fossil fuel policies. Our economic wellbeing and respect among
nations depends on a strong, independent, and innovative energy industry.
As domestic and foreign energy policy continues to be debated let’s not lose focus on our task at hand: building and
maintaining our country’s infrastructure which is paramount to boosting and eventually sustaining our recovering
economy. The current geopolitical turmoil is cause of great frustration, often times leading you to feel as though you
can’t make a difference. Don’t succumb to this feeling. Your devotion and commitment to the construction industry
generates tangible results each and every day in the form of roads, highways, bridges, and the like. YOU ARE part
of what makes America great. As we begin this year’s construction season, please know your efforts are greatly
appreciated and that you play a key role in making the United States the greatest nation in the world.

Daniel R. Hawbaker, President

“Investment in infrastructure is a long term requirement for growth and a long
term factor that will make growth sustainable.”
- Chanda Kochhar
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PennDOT District 10-0 Golden & Silver Boot Awards
Written by: Brandon McDowell

In 2019, PennDOT District 10-0 established the Golden
& Silver Boot Award program. The mission statement for
this program is: “To recognize district management and
inspection staff that have found creative and innovative
ways to overcome challenges and construct successful
projects that are of high quality, with excellent customer
service, while maintaining contract schedule and budget.”
Some of the criteria used to judge projects for these
awards are: maintaining project schedule and budget,
utilizing partnering between the Department and
Contractor, incorporating innovative construction
practices, customer focus, safety, QA Review findings and
overall project quality.
In the past two construction seasons, two GOH contracts
have been selected as winners of these awards. In
2020, the Armstrong SR 422 Section A19, Kittanning
Elementary Intersection project was the winner of the
Silver Boot Award.
Most recently, our Jefferson SR 322 Section 503,
Roseville PM project was the recipient of the 2021
Golden Boot Award. Some of the project challenges noted
in PennDOT’s project nomination were: “Maintaining the
high-volume traffic flow with flagging operations while
performing, milling, patching, leveling, binder, and wearing
course operations. Due to the extreme traffic volumes
during daily operations, the existing shoulders started to
rut and fall apart which led to extra shoulder work.”
GOH is honored that these projects were selected as
award winners and is thankful for our fantastic working
relationship with the construction staff at PennDOT
District 10-0.
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Years of Service
30 Years
Jim Kneply

35 Years
Tammy Confer
Jim Harper

Jim Kneply – 30 years

Tammy Confer – 35 years

Clay Weight has worked for GOH since Oct. 2010, star=ng as an Entry Level Mechanic 3 -- Night shiE.
2010 was a fun year for Clay, as it was very busy and a very successful year for GOH. A few short years
later, he was promoted to Mechanic 2 – Daylight. Eventually, Clay climbed his way up to a Mechanic 1 –
Daylight, doing major repairs on all types of equipment. Now, Clay is honored to accept a promo=on to
Assistant Shop Superintendent at the Pleasant Gap Shop, working alongside Superintendent Nick
Sidorick. In his free =me, Clay enjoys garden tractor pulling, ﬁshing, and camping, accompanied by his
wife and 2-year old daughter. Clay has been on a great road to success with the company and can’t wait
to see where this new road will take him!

Jim Harper – 35 years

Promotions

Clay Weight

By: Paul Kitko
Clay Weight has worked for GOH since Oct. 2010, starting as an Entry Level Mechanic 3 -- Night
shift. 2010 was a fun year for Clay, as it was very busy and a very successful year for GOH. A few
short years later, he was promoted to Mechanic 2 – Daylight. Eventually, Clay climbed his way up
to a Mechanic 1 – Daylight, doing major repairs on all types of equipment. Now, Clay is honored
to accept a promotion to Assistant Shop Superintendent at the Pleasant Gap Shop, working
alongside Superintendent Nick Sidorick. In his free time, Clay enjoys garden tractor pulling,
fishing, and camping, accompanied by his wife and 2-year old daughter. Clay has been on a great
road to success with the company and can’t wait to see where this new road will take him!

Sarah Liddick

By: Paul Kitko
Sarah Liddick started working for GOH in September of 2019 as the Equipment Titling
and Recording Administrative Assistant, based out of Pleasant Gap. Sarah has found great
satisfaction in her role as a member of the Equipment Administrative team and fully appreciates
the opportunities that GOH has given her thus far, such as becoming a Notary Public and
obtaining certain trainings to become educated on the titling and registration processes.
Sarah feels humbled and honored to accept a promotion into a new role as the Administrative
Director of Equipment Operations. Sarah is eager to take all that she has learned in the last few
years, along with her dedication to GOH, and apply it to her new position. In her free time, Sarah
enjoys the rodeo lifestyle, taking her horses to barrel races and for long trail rides, and spending
time with her “better half,” Tom, and their three dogs.

Julie Vogel

By: Joe Reighard
Please join me in welcoming Julie Vogel to her new position at GOH. Julie was hired last May as
a PennDOT Trainee - Office Admin. She saw our open Receptionist position, posted to backfill
the opening created upon Karissa Stryker’s departure. Julie completed an internal application
for the open position and, I’m happy to say, she was selected. Julie resides in Trout Run, PA, with
her husband, Matt, and two sons, Sawyer and Emmett. Again, please welcome Julie when you
see her or talk to her on the phone.
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urlington shop to make it opera:onal and assisted the Greens Landing shop un:l 2012. ACer 7 years in
he hydraulic fracturing industry, Dave returned to the Montoursville shop as the Assistant Shop
uperintendent in 2019. Dave has now been promoted to Shop Superintendent at the Montoursville
ca:on and says that he enjoys the challenges that each new day in this posi:on brings. He enjoys the
ariety of equipment that the shop maintains and says that the people with whom he works are the
est. Dave says that, without the people, Montoursville would not have the great maintenance
epartment that it does. In his free :me, Dave enjoys doing things around his home and :nkering in his
arage. He says that his three grandchildren and many “grand doggies” keep him busy as well.

Promotions

David McCarrier By: Sarah Liddick

David McCarrier has a combined 12 years at GOH, starting in 2003. During his first 9 years, Dave
served as a Shift Leader in Montoursville and also helped at the Dubois shop. In 2010, he transferred
to the Burlington shop to make it operational and assisted the Greens Landing shop until 2012.
After 7 years in the hydraulic fracturing industry, Dave returned to the Montoursville shop as the
Assistant Shop Superintendent in 2019. Dave has now been promoted to Shop Superintendent at
the Montoursville location and says that he enjoys the challenges that each new day in this position
brings. He enjoys the variety of equipment that the shop maintains and says that the people with
whom he works are the best. Dave says that, without the people, Montoursville would not have the
great maintenance department that it does. In his free time, Dave enjoys doing things around his
home and tinkering in his garage. He says that his three grandchildren and many “grand doggies”
keep him busy as well.

Scott Thomas By: Charlie Liptak

Scott Thomas has been promoted to General Superintendent in the Western Region. Scott was hired
in 2008 as a pipe layer in the Northern Region. Scott held several positions at GOH with the most
recent being a Superintendent 2 out of Turtlepoint. In 2020 Scott helped the western region on the
I-90 project working under General Superintendent Randy Empson. In 2021 he returned to the
western region to serve as the Project Superintendent on the Venango 80 project. Scott has worked on
numerous PennDOT projects as well as several private and energy projects. With his field experience
and construction knowledge he is a welcomed asset to help lead and grow the western region.

Keri Dillman By: Marie Reska

Keri Dillman was promoted into the HR Specialist position on January 23, 2022. She started with
GOH as a temp in the HR department and was then hired on as an HR Administrative Assistant
in 2018. She resides in Centre Hall with her son, Maddox. In her free time she enjoys painting,
road trips, coaching youth sports, and rocking out to music. If you see Keri, please make sure to
congratulate her on her promotion!

Hawbaker Engineering – Transitions in Surveying
By: Bruce Kirkpatrick

After ten plus years as Chief Surveyor of the State College office, B.K. “Bass” Bastress decided
he is ready to transition into retirement. During his tenure, Bass was responsible for managing
the operations of the Hawbaker Engineering (HE) Survey Department. Some notable accomplishments include the survey of 103 bridges as part of the P3 bridge program in 2015, the
3,100-acre survey of State Game Lands 293, multiple warrant surveys across several northern
tier counties, the Straub Brewery survey, and many challenging surveys throughout the years.
Since mid-January, Bass has been working part-time, assisting HE with resolving property surveys.
When B.K. isn’t working at the office, he enjoys spending time with his family, cutting firewood
on his Penns Valley homestead, and catching up on unfinished projects around the house. His
beloved German Shepherd, Hawkeye, is also enjoying having Bass around more often.
With Bass’s shift to part-time, Jamie Wasson has stepped into the role of running the State College survey department. Jamie has
served as Survey Manager since May of 2010 and now heads the department. Jamie’s many years of survey experience in the field
and office make him a great fit for this position.
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Retirees
Deb Aiken

By: Renata Furman

Deb Aiken began her career with GOH on 12/08/1997 as a Payroll Specialist. After
2 years she moved into an A/P Specialist role. She held that position for 16 years
before transferring to the trucking department as a Processing Specialist in April
2016. Deb retired in January of 2022. In her long career, Deb saw many changes,
both with the company in general, and in her duties, due to the growth of GOH and
changes in technology.
In her free time, Deb enjoys designing and stamping greeting cards, scrapbooking,
traveling, and spending time with her children and grandchildren. She now plans to
spend some well-deserved time doing what she loves and enjoying her retirement.
Thank you, Deb, for your 24 years of service. Enjoy your retirement!

Jeff Ausel

By: Doug Morris
Jeff Ausel started with GOH on March 16, 2019, driving tri-axle. He came to GOH after
26 years driving over the road for Walmart. He spent his time driving out of the Grove
City Plant, hauling stone, sand, and asphalt. Jeff was a dedicated driver always willing to
work any hours and had a good attitude. Jeff decided to retire on February 28, 2022.
During his retirement Jeff will be spending time with his wife of 43 years, Darla,
and is planning on moving down to Virginia to spend more time with his two
granddaughters.
Jeff, we wish you all the best in your retirement in whatever you do.

Spencer Coffman

By: Paul Kitko
After 46 years of dedication to keep equipment running, we congratulate
Montoursville Shop Superintendent, Spencer Coffman on his well-deserved
retirement. Spencer started with George E. Logue Inc. on 9/20/1975. When GOH
acquired George E. Logue, Inc. in January of 1998, Spencer came aboard as the shop
superintendent. Spencer says that some of his fondest memories while working at
GOH have included diving and performing underwater bridge repairs. He has always
enjoyed the variety of tasks that his position presents, whether it be working in the
field or shop. Over the years, many have had the privilege to work with Spencer. He
will miss interacting with his fellow employees and his colleagues in the field the most.
Spencer loves his family and his farm. In addition to fixing anything and everything,
he enjoys working his sawmill and logging with his draft horse team, Gigi and
Marty. He was raised around horses and is looking forward to spending much of his
retirement with “the girls” doing what he enjoys, among many other hobbies.
Spencer has made the decision to stay on with GOH part-time and will continue to
share his knowledge and expertise as an equipment specialist. We are very happy
to have him continue with us as such a valued member of the team. Thank you for
everything, Spencer! We truly wish you all of the best that the future has to offer!
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Tammy Confer By: Brian Witmer

After an amazing run of 35 years with GOH, Tammy Confer has decided to retire from
the company and follow her dreams of “life after work.” Tammy embarked on her journey
with GOH in 1988 when Marblehead Limestone Company was purchased and what an
adventure it has been! After the acquisition, GOH renamed the company Centre Lime
and Stone Company. At that time, Tammy wore many hats. She was either responsible
for or actively involved in Payroll, Human Resources, Accounting, and even served as
a weighmaster in the scalehouse if needed. Her quest continued in 1996 when Centre
Lime and Stone Company was sold to Graymont and no longer fell under the Hawbaker
umbrella. Tammy decided to continue to work for Dan Hawbaker in one of his investment
companies called Wintron, Inc. Once again, Tammy wore several hats. In 1998, she
transitioned back into GOH in Sales at the Pleasant Gap Quarry. This became her
permanent home where she was responsible for all of the Third Party Sales of both aggregate and asphalt for GOH. She has
mastered this position over the years and garnered the respect and earned the trust of all the state and local municipalities and
agencies she called on, including PennDOT. She is known to be reliable and pleasant with her customers and has been a driving
force in making GOH the provider of choice for construction materials in central Pennsylvania. Her passion, dedication, and
loyalty will be missed at GOH.
Tammy and her husband, Andrew, have three daughters and five grandsons. They are excited to spend more time with their
family while enjoying their favorite pastimes in their additional time. They love fishing, camping, and taking long rides on their
Harley Davidson motorcycle through the countryside. They plan on pursuing their dream of owning a cabin on the water in the
1000 Island area of upper New York. Congratulations on your retirement, Tammy. You earned it and we wish you all the best on
your future endeavors!

Charles M. Lumadue

By: Scott Reck
Charles “Chuck” Lumadue began his GOH career on July 26, 2004, at the Pleasant Gap
Quarry. Like all new hires, Chuck worked second shift mainly as a Haul Truck Operator.
Shortly after the housing market crash of 2008, Chuck returned to the coal industry. Then
on April 12, 2010, Chuck returned to GOH as an Equipment Operator. Chuck came back
as a night Haul Truck Operator and then soon went on to operate the water truck. During
the last 5 years of his career, Chuck expanded his operating skills to a yard loader like the
Volvo L220 and the CAT 982M until he retired on April 1, 2022. During his GOH career,
Chuck traveled around to different operations such as Sandy Ridge and Naginey to help
crush aggregate. During his retirement Chuck plans on trout fishing and spending time
with his family. Thank you, Chucky, for the 16+ years of service. We wish you the very best
in retirement.

Robert Miller By: Jamie White

Robert Miller started his career with GOH in September of 2015 when GOH purchased the Naginey
Quarry. He had been a longtime worker at the Naginey Quarry with several employers owning
it throughout his many years there. In his free time he enjoys spending time with his children,
grandchildren, and great grandchildren along with visiting family he hasn't seen in a while.

William “Craig” Spahn By: Scott Corl

For 17 Years (since June 6, 2005), William “Craig” Spahn has driven Tri-Axle 7-269 at GOH’s Pleasant Gap facility. Craig is a quiet guy
and a pleasure to be around. He was liked by all of his peers and got along with everyone. After an extensive career, Craig decided to
retire on January 19, 2022, and kick back and enjoy life. During his retirement Craig plans to play with his new puppy, Diamond, and
his old dog, Molly. Craig also plans to just sit back and relax and take whatever life throws at him. We want to wish Craig all the best in
retirement. He will be missed around here.
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Energy Independence IS National Security
Written by: Josh Hull
Folks, it is time we wake up. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is an
absolute catastrophe. While empathy towards those affected
is paramount, it is equally important to be a realist while
analyzing a situation that could have been completely avoided.
The European Union (EU) was quick to fully adopt the green
movement, transitioning away from fossil fuels before their
renewable energy infrastructure could fill the gap. The EU has
finally realized, albeit too late, that the wind doesn’t always
blow and the sun doesn't always shine. They import roughly
40% of their natural gas (yes, natural gas is required to sustain
their baseload energy requirement because renewables
cannot) from Russia. Putin’s invasion was timed strategically
based upon an EU economy already suffering from high energy costs, a supply crunch due to lower than normal natural
gas inventories, and high inflationary pressures. Now, Russia
is threatening to further limit the supply of natural gas deliveries via pipelines to the EU. Ukraine’s energy dependence on
Russia weakened its national security making it vulnerable
to the attack. To believe that the United States is protected
from a similar invasion on our own turf is foolish and the Biden
Administration certainly isn’t helping the cause.
Shortly after being elected, Biden signed several energyrelated executive orders which had devastating effects on the
United States’ fossil fuel industry and jeopardized our national
security. These orders included the revocation of a permit
which was necessary to complete the Keystone XL pipeline
(which had the capacity to supply our Gulf Coast refineries
with as much as 900,000 barrels of heavy crude per day), a
temporary moratorium on all oil and gas leasing activities in
the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, and the reinstatement of
Obama’s oil and gas ban of certain offshore areas in the Arctic
waters and Bering Sea.
The Keystone XL Pipeline scenario warrants closer investigation. According to the U.S. State Department, its purpose was
to offset the depleting heavy crude oil supply coming from
Venezuela, which is some of the dirtiest oil in the world. On
March 8, 2022, Biden announced a ban on Russian-imported
petroleum. His action was commendable, but useless. The
ban equated to 670,000 barrels per day, representing less
than 8% of U.S. imported petroleum. Additionally, it gave his
regime another excuse for their inability to control prices at
the pump, which, according to AAA, reached a new record
high average of $4.252 on March 10, 2022. And it doesn’t
end there. On March 11, 2022, in an attempt to offset the
decreased supply from Russia the U.S. asked Venezuela to
increase its supply. Earlier, I referenced the deteriorating
oil fields in Venezuela. Its struggling oil companies over the
past several years have entered into a multitude of partnerships with Russian companies. As a result, the U.S. request for
8

additional crude oil from Venezuela is essentially subsidizing
Putin’s terror on Ukraine. Let’s get this straight. If the pipeline
permit would not have been revoked it is highly likely that the
line would be in commission today providing us with more
than enough crude to offset our losses from Russian imports,
further strengthening our energy independence and national
security while reducing geopolitical and global energy strife.
The answer to the global energy crisis and our national security lies directly beneath our own feet. The U.S. is home to the
world’s largest economically accessible natural gas reserve. It
is quite obvious that we need to increase production, but don’t
expect this to happen until the White House makes a concerted effort to invest in pipeline infrastructure. And yes, pipelines
are infrastructure. Historically, our Appalachian Basin suffers
from a negative basis (minus price adjustment) in comparison
to the NYMEX natural gas price, because our supply exceeds
the region’s takeaway capacity. Our operators are punished
because we don’t have enough pipelines to carry our gas to
regions that truly need it, such as New England (NE). Take a
peek at what NE pays per mmBTU of natural gas due to a lack
of access to pipelines. Also, the Biden Administration needs
to make the pipeline permitting process less rigorous, thereby
enticing future energy projects, not deterring them. The
Federal Energy Regulatory Committee (FERC) just recently
implemented new guidelines for approving future interstate
pipeline projects. These excessive guidelines include projectbased global warming considerations and environmental
social justice parameters that will make an already difficult
pipeline approval process even more unattainable. FERC’s primary rule is to regulate efficient and reliable energy, not use
environmental impact as a basis to approve (or reject) future
pipeline projects. That act should be reserved for environmental agencies. Furthermore, we need to dramatically ramp
up our investment in LNG export capacity. We control the
feedstock gas supply, but are currently limited by the amount
of operating export facilities. Building such facilities would allow the U.S. to strengthen its dominant global energy position
while granting us the opportunity to provide clean fossil fuel
to our allies while assisting them in defeating the energy death
grip that Russia currently has around them.
The writing for the U.S. is on the wall. The question remains:
“Will we read it or will we continue to turn a blind eye in favor
of the Green New Deal?” Countries overseas were quick to
transition away from fossil fuels in favor of renewable energy
sources. Quick decisions and whimsical transition plans weakened their national security and increased their dependence
on others for reliable energy sources. Let’s not make the same
mistake!
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May is Mental Health Month

By: Diane Raymond, Program Manager from Sterling Wellness Solutions

Did you know that almost 20% of adults are currently
experiencing some form of mental illness? Many people are
affected by mental health problems, including depression,
panic disorders, anxiety, bipolar, and more. Sometimes these
problems make everyday life that was once simple much more
challenging.

Health Park eCourses:
• Improve Your Stress and Resiliency
• Stress Management
Health Park Q2 Webinar:
• Managing Stress & Anxiety, May 12, noon CT
Health Park Personal Challenges:
• Be Kind - for Your Mind
• Stress Less

If you may be one of the 20%, know that you are not alone.
Talking helps, so find someone to talk to about the issues you're
experiencing. The WorkLife Services Employee Assistance
Program (EAP) is a great place to start. Additionally, numerous
resources are available on Health Park, all designed to help
you improve your mental outlook, manage stress and improve
resiliency.

Health Park Health Library:
• Mental and behavioral health topics, including depression,
		 anxiety, panic attacks, and more.

WorkLife Services EAP Program:
• 888.293-6948
• TDD 800.327.1833
• Workhealthlife.com/Standard3

Lastly, GOH’s EAP is another option that can help manage
personal issues affecting work, life, and overall health. The
EAP is confidential, available 24/7/365 and can be reached at
1-888-293-6948.

Wellness Program Deadline Approaching
By: Cassandra Pick

As a reminder, the deadline to complete the Health Assessment and Health Screening is April 30, 2022.
Also, employees (and spouses, if covered by GOH insurance) have until October 31, 2022, to complete step #3 if any of the health
screening results are out of range. Step #3 consists of completing one of the two items below:
1. Complete 3 telephone sessions with a Lifestyle Coach – schedule a time online at MyHealthPark.com/GOH or call Sterling at
800-838-0337.
2. Have your doctor complete a Physician Affidavit form. The form can be found on the Employee Portal as well as on
MyHealthPark.com/GOH. Once completed, the form must be faxed to 337-783-7848.
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Are medical care costs
REALLY that different,
depending where you go?
The answer is YES.
Have a medical test or procedure coming up? Let your
Advocate shop for your care. Check out the potential
cost difference for these common procedures:

Test

Low Cost

High Cost

Colonoscopy

$950

$8,550

MRI

$324

$7,300

CT Scan

$200

$7,800

Ultrasound

$95

$2,600

X-Ray

$80

$1,200

$6,961

$31,750

Knee Surgery

(866) 253-2273
advocate@directpathhealth.com

M O NDAY- F RIDAY:

Cost differences based on DirectPath’s national research.

7:00am – 8:00pm CT

Get rewarded for selecting a lower-cost option for tests and
procedures! Call DirectPath for details.
advocate@directpathhealth.com

DirectPath is completely
confidential and provided
as part of your benefits
program at no cost to you!

SAT URDAY:

8:00am – 1:00pm CT

@DirectPathHLTH
AT-COSTDIFFERENCE-FL-NP-WR-EN-1221

www.goh-inc.com

Policy Spotlight – Distracted Driving
By: Kristi Liptak, EEO Officer

According to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, 3,142 people were killed by distracted driving
in the United States in 2019. This is why Glenn O. Hawbaker,
Inc. feels the Distracted Driving Policy is so important for
employees operating vehicles both for work and personal
reasons.
The main purpose of this policy is to protect the health and
safety of GOH employees by prohibiting or restricting them
from undertaking activities that distract their focus from
driving responsibilities while operating any motor vehicle in
the course of their work.
Distracted driving is the diversion of attention from driving, as
a result of the driver focusing on a non-driving object, activity,
event, or person. This diversion reduces cognitive awareness,
decision-making, or performance leading to increased risk of
driver-error, near-crashes, or crashes.
Prohibited Activities
Employees will not engage in the following while driving.
• Operating a cell-phone (hand-operated or hands-		
		 free) whether the vehicle is in motion or stopped at 		
		 a traffic light. This includes, answering or making 		
		 phone calls, engaging in phone conversations, and reading
		 or responding to emails, instant messages, tweets and text
		messages.
• Operating a computer/laptop, text messaging device, 		
		 or Global Positioning System (GPS) tools and devices.		
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AUGUST 20, 2022
Details will be communicated in
the coming weeks

• Reading (a book or newspaper, etc.).
• Personal grooming.
Restricted Activities
A driver may undertake activities listed below provided
they do not reduce the driver’s focus. Different driving
environments and circumstances (e.g. a school zone at 3:05
p.m. compared to an open highway at 10:00 a.m.) better lend
themselves to undertaking the following without perilously
limiting the driver’s ability to recognize and respond to
hazards.
• Conversations with passengers
• Adjusting the radio / MP3 / CD player
• Adjusting vehicle climate controls or other 			
		accessories
• Eating/drinking
• Operating a two-way radio (as necessary for 			
		 resource road communication protocols)
Drivers should turn off or silence cell phones prior to engaging
in driving/operating vehicles. If employees need to use their
phones, they must pull over safely to the side of the road or
another safe location. Consider modifying voice mail greetings
to indicate that they are unavailable to answer calls or return
messages while driving. Inform clients, associates and business
partners of this policy as an explanation of why calls may not
be returned immediately.
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GOH Receives Paving Quality Award
at 62nd PAPA Conference
Written by: Tom Abbey

of pavement were removed so a fresh layer of asphalt
pavement could be placed for the total width of the
roadway. The asphalt materials used for the project were
produced at GOH’s Plant 15 in Montoursville.
The driving lanes of SR 180 consisted of a Stone Matrix
Asphalt (SMA) wearing course compacted to 1.5 inches.

L to R: PAPA President Scott Grannas presented the Quality Award to: District 3 Materials Manager Jeff Kerr, and GOH staff: Gary Rearick, Sabrina
Wieczorek, Kurt Packer, Rachel Glosek, Doug Franks, Ryon Reichart.

GOH was awarded the 2021 Asphalt Paving Quality for
work performed on SR 180 Section 117 (ECMS 97549)
in Northumberland County, located in PennDOT’s
Engineering District 3. This project was previously
referenced in Shawn Remsnyder’s article in the 2021 Q2
edition of our Quarterly newsletter, where he highlighted
the bridge replacement part of this $9 Million dollar
project. The project is located just north of Interstate 80
as shown by the map provided by District 3 personnel.
The paving was performed by Foreman Lonnie Duck’s
crew after milling operations were performed by Foreman
Craig Imes and his crew. Over 262,000 square yards

Rollers work to compact SMA to
required density on SR 180.

Just over 17,000 ton, or more than 700 triaxle loads,
of SMA were produced, delivered, and placed on the
project. The material quality reported by PennDOT
testing showed 100% pay as did the density test cores.
In fact, the average density for the drive lane was 95.0%
(minimum for the SMA is 93.0%) and, for the longitudinal
joint density (the centerline and shoulder joint), the
average density was 91.5%, well above the specification
requirement.
This project also included a small section of Interstate 80
that involved night work. Project Superintendent Waylon
Lyon’s crew, Foreman Craig Imes’ crew, and Foreman
Lonnie Duck’s paving crew all took part in setting up the
large traffic control section. In a short period of time,
milling, surface cleaning and prep, paving operations, line
painting, and removing the traffic control to open the busy
interstate for the traveling public transpired flawlessly.
Congratulations to everyone involved in this QualityAward winning project.

PennDOT District 3 photo of
completed SR 180 paving.
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Rush Run, Holmes County Ohio
Written by: Shawn Lafferty
The Rush Run Stream is located 3.6 miles from Shreve, in Holmes County, Ohio. The stream
runs into Killbuck Creek, a tributary to the Walhonding River. The heavily eroded stream
banks have been depositing large quantities of sand and gravel on various bridge abutments
causing water to back up on the low-lying lands of Holmes County. With state funding and
collaboration from the Holmes county Engineers Dept. and the Ohio EPA, the Rush Run
Stream Restoration was brought to life to fix the erosion issues.
Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. was awarded the contract for the Rush Run Stream and Wetland
Restoration Project in December 2021. The project consists of over 1000 linear feet of
stream bank stabilization from both rip rap sandstone and tethered logs removed from the
project limits. To slow the water flow, engineers designed 7 “pools,” which are low-lying bodies of water in the stream. The pools consist of large rip rap A Rock with 12” minus “Cobble
Stone” to fill the voids. Upon completion of the project, nearly 5000 trees and shrubs will be
planted above the banks to eliminate erosion in the future.

GOH Continues to Forge New Relationships
Written by: Jeff Wert

GOH has formed a relationship with Zook’s Masonry and
Zook’s Concrete Pumping over the last year. Zook’s Masonry
specializes in concrete poured walls and began in 1993 when
John and Anna Zook started the company laying block and
brick. Soon after, the first set of aluminum forms were purchased to begin pouring foundation walls. Zook's Masonry
became the pioneer for poured concrete foundations in the
Big Valley region of Mifflin County. In 2007, Zook's Masonry
moved to its current location on Main Street in Belleville, PA,
and continued to expand into larger projects. In 2015, John
Zook purchased Zook's Masonry from his parents. Under
John’s ownership, Zook’s began to work on commercial projects in addition to residential.
GOH has partnered with Zook’s on three projects over the
past year. Zook’s completed the concrete poured walls on
the Patten Crossing project where they poured 500 linear
10

feet of standard concrete wall along with 250 linear feet of
decorative concrete walls along Atherton Street.
Zook’s is currently working with GOH on the Nickolas Meats
project. They are constructing three walls with a total of
3,250 linear feet with an average height of 14 feet. Zook’s
completed tier 3 in the fall of 2021 and continue to construct
tier 2 and 1 in the spring of 2022.
GOH will also be utilizing Zook’s concrete wall construction
abilities on the Penn Highlands project, where they will be
constructing several concrete walls for GOH.
GOH and Zook’s Masonry have formed a relationship that
has been and continues to be a benefit to both companies.
We look forwarding to growing the relationship by utilizing
the support of Zook’s Masonry for future projects.

Distracted Driving Awareness Month
By: Chad Daisley
April is recognized as “Distracted Driving Awareness
Month,” which is an ever-increasing hazard on the roads
that we travel and work on daily. In 2019, 3,142 people lost
their lives and an estimated additional 424,000 were injured
due to distracted driving crashes. Even though texting is the
primary source of distracted driving there are many forms
of distracted driving that can lead to deadly crashes. Other
forms of distracted driving can include: talking either on the
phone or to passengers, eating/drinking, programming your
GPS/radio, taking photos, scrolling mobile apps, reading
e-mails, applying makeup, etc. These actions can rob a
driver of one of the few seconds they may need to avoid a
serious or deadly crash. At 25 MPH, it only takes 10-seconds
to travel the length of a football field, but more often we
are traveling at higher speeds and navigating across more
roadway in less time.
There are three main types of distracted driving:
• Visual- takes your eyes off the road.
• Manual- takes your hands off the steering wheel.
• Cognitive- takes your mind off of driving.
All of the above-mentioned examples of distracted driving
fit under one or more of these categories. For example,
texting while driving fits under all three categories. While
more drivers are increasingly putting their cell phones down
and utilizing Bluetooth for their cell phone communications,
they’re still cognitively distracted. “Cognitively distracted”
is also referred to as “inattention blindness” and defined as
the failure to notice a visible hazard because your attention
is focused elsewhere. A driver’s brain becomes lost in the
conversation and not focused on what is ahead. Research
goes on to indicate, simply listening to a phone conversation

decreases brain activity by more than one-third. This can
result in safety performance issues, like not reacting quickly
in a congested driving zone. However, all forms of distracted
driving can increase the risk of not only the driver’s safety,
but those sharing the road with them.
Distracted Driving Awareness Month is a good time to
regroup and make a commitment to take responsibility for
the choices we make out on the roads we travel. Preventing
distracted driving is everyone’s responsibility.
Utilize the following safe practices to avoid distracted
driving crashes:
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
•
		

Need to send a text? Pull over and park your car in a 		
safe location. Only then is it safe to send or read a text.
Designate your passenger as your “designated texter.”
Allow them access to your phone to respond to calls 		
or messages.
Do not scroll through apps, including social media, 		
while driving. Cell phone use can be habit-forming. 		
Struggling to not text and drive? Put the cell phone in 		
the trunk, glove box, or back seat of the vehicle until 		
you arrive at your destination.
Read an e-mail, program GPS/radio, or eat a sandwich
either before or after driving.

TAKE ACTION!
•
		
		
•
		

Remind your friends and family: If you’re in the 		
driver’s seat, it’s the only thing you should be doing. 		
No distractions.
Speak up if you are a passenger in a car with a 		
distracted driver. Ask the driver to focus on driving.

Digger Specialties Inc.
Written by: Chris Stein
Working through the Lycoming County Chamber of Commerce in Late 2020, GOH met
with “Digger” Graber regarding developing a site for a new manufacturing facility along
the Route 15 corridor in Montgomery.
Loren “Digger” Graber founded Digger Specialties Inc. in 1984 in the state of Indiana. Digger Specialties Inc. is a specialty
manufacturer of Fencing, Railing, Columns, and Outdoor lighting. They operate 5 facilities throughout the middle and eastern
United States. GOH was contracted to design and build the 6th location right here in Montgomery, PA. The 25-acre site contains
a 135,000 square feet state of the art manufacturing building, material storage areas, loading docks, and employee parking.
To say it has been a pleasure working with the folks at Digger Specialties would be an understatement. They live by their mission
statement: “Total Honesty, Exceptional Service, Superior Products and Trusting Relationships.” GOH is honored to be part of
the team for this project. Thank you to “Digger” for your investment in the community and your trust in GOH. The new facility is
expected to open in May 2022 and create 150 new jobs for the area.
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Eastern Region

CentralRegion

This past February, GOH celebrated yet another successful Red Book meeting. In order to effectively reach
all regions throughout the company, this year the event was held in three different locations: Falls Creek,
Montoursville, and State College. For half a day leaders learned the entire company history, received an update on
safety performance, and viewed a list of recent projects awarded. However, this year was special. Not only do we
celebrate 70 years in existence but the fourth generation of the Hawbaker family has officially joined the company.
As we celebrated these milestones, ownership shared
how this dynamic, annual meeting began.
In the late 1970’s, an inspector stopped by a subdivision
we were constructing along Route 45 near Boalsburg.
Norman Fisher was our foreman on site, and many
questions were asked of Norm by the inspector. Norm did
not have the answers.
Norm contacted Ed Strong, who was our safety person
and the “administrative do-it-all person” for GOH at
that time. Ed gathered the information required by the
inspector.
We “circled the wagons” and took up the challenge of
compiling a small, red 3-ring binder which contained
all HR, safety, and company policies required for that
inspection. We then held a meeting with all project
foremen and field leaders to provide each of them with
the small red 3-ring binder (which became known as
the “Red Book”) in an effort to keep everyone on the
same page with governmental regulations and company
policies.
12

That was also the beginning of on-site bulletin boards and
our safety chain-of-command.
An annual meeting was then held each year, and the
project foremen and field leaders would attend, bringing
along their Red Books. The first Red Book contained only
a few sections, but over the years grew into a voluminous
binder. It was truly a part of our evolution as a company.
As the safety emphasis grew with intensity, we took
sections of the Red Book and made handbooks on safety,
HR practices, company policies, etc. We would like
to extend many thanks to Ed Strong and many others
who were part of that process, including some very
understanding inspectors in the early days. Our Red
Book evolved the company in a professional direction.
Today, all of these policies have been documented online
and in our publications. The annual “Red Book” meeting
now serves as a face-to-face information exchange
for company leaders which includes updates from our
senior leadership and administrative staff on various
companywide topics.

President Dan Hawbaker

VP, Northern Region Construction Mike Hall
& Foreman Matt Shall

Estimator Taylor Hawbaker

Project Superintendent Gary Hartman
& Jeremiah Reed

Area Operations Manager Charlie Liptak

HR Director Shelly Foust

Equipment Instructor & Care Specialist
Mike Holtzinger & Adam Biddle

Family Accomplishments
By: Carissa Mann

Isla Mann, 6, asked her mother, Hawbaker Engineering employee Carissa
Mann, if she could hang up her ballet and tap shoes this winter to try wrestling
like her big brother. She was the only girl on the West Branch elementary
wrestling team, but she kept up with the boys and even got her first black eye,
which she said, “makes [her] a true wrestler.” Her brother, Jacob Mann, 13,
finished his Junior High wrestling season for the West Branch Warriors with a
24-9 record and advanced to the state tournament. Jacob will compete in the
Pennsylvania Junior Wrestling Jr. High State Championships on March 4th –
6th at the First Summit Arena in Johnstown, PA.
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new underground
infrastructure in
onhis
Penn
State’s
University
Park
62 Birmingham
Pike,
Alexandria,
PA 16611.
Memorial contribu\ons
name
may
be made
toCampus, these
decisions must be made almost daily – how to route new pipes through the spaghetti of existing utilities. During the
eather Price
254 Hilltop Ln., Port Ma\lda, PA 16870. Arrangements were under the care of Bruce E Cox
summer of 2021, our crews did a super job of threading over 4,600 feet of 12-, 24-, and 36-inch water, storm and sewer
neral Home,
Warriors
mark. of Hastings, McKean, and Bigler Roads. Just imagine the challenge of setting 20-foot pipes
lines within
the confines
weighing 2 tons each, or half-ton bends requiring 48 bolts each (72 bolts for tees!), side-by-side in a 17-foot wide
street. Oh, and on hot sunny days, the black metal pipes get so hot they burn bare skin. Facing the usual deadline of “it
must be done before the students return,” multiple pipe, concrete, grading, and paving crews completed the $4.8 Million project on time. Thank you, Project Superintendents Roger Hamer, Tom Harris, and Mark Anskis; Foremen Dave
(Bud) Woodring, Donovan Truax, Brandon Burton, Jim Stewart, Rich Lightner, Ryan Hamer, Scott Wojtaszek, Todd
Brown, Jeremiah Reed, Robert Aungst, Darvin (Terry) Imes; and, all crew members, plant personnel, truck drivers, and
everyone who supported this project!
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Glenn O. Hawbaker Inc.
1952 Waddle Road
Suite 203
State College, PA 16803
www.goh-inc.com

Find us on Social Media:

Now Hiring!

for the Next Generation at GOH, Inc.

Jules
&
Jillia
n

Come Join
Our Team
GOH is seeking qualified individuals
to fill available positions. Please go
to www.gohcareers.com or any
state employment service office
for a complete list of all current job
postings.
GOH is an equal opportunity employer.

Courtesy of Kyle Stauffer,
Hawbaker Engineering Project Manager

